CHAPTER 3
SITE & CONTEXT
The Tshwane Inner City Development and Regeneration Strategy focuses its proposal on the inner city core and Marabastad as it is believed that the greatest impact can be achieved by concentrating efforts in these areas (TICDRS; 2005: 2).
FIG 3.7 Proposed Marbastad integration into inner city region
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FIG 3.8_ PROPOSED TRAFFIC CONFIGURATION
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FIG 3.9_Proposed Marbastad green areas
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FIG 3.10_Proposed Marbastad specific land use
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  Ideally developed for local investments.
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FIG 3.11 Existing Transport Node of Marbostad
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FIG 3.12 Access and circulation by various transport modes
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The Steenhoven Spruit will form a green strip that runs through the Marabastad area that pulls all the various new developments together planned for the area. The channel cross section will also be reconfigured to make it more human friendly. The intended green strip will terminate in the new public square planned at the Belle Ombre train station, forming a spill out point for all the commuters using the various transport modes surrounding the new public transport hub.
FIG 3.21 South Western view of site

FIG 3.22 View of Eastern Main entrance to the Belle Ombre train station

FIG 3.23 Northern view of site